
Refund Example for Spring 2021 
 

Base Amount 

 
Off the top, any sponsor money received for the player, cost of new jerseys and socks (if purchased), 
insurance (if purchased) and practice jerseys was taken off. The cost of the new jersey and socks was 
$70 for AAA series, $76 for AAA female series, and $80 for prospects series. Insurance was $20 and the 
practice jersey was $20. That brings us down to the eligible total for the refund. The eligible refund total 
is only applicable from the amount paid for registration. 
 

Calculation Overview 

 
From the eligible total the number of games, practice hours and goalie clinic hours the team was 
calculated and compared to the total promised amount to pro-rate the refund. For example a Prospects 
Series team is promised 12 games, eight practice hours and three goalie clinic hours for a total of 23 ice 
time hours.  Please keep in mind that all players are pro-rated on their own paid rates and their own 
team’s amount of games, practices and goalie clinic hours, and refund totals could be different from 
above due to different numbers of games and practices, discount codes at purchase, sponsorship money 
applications, and other factors. 
 

AAA Series Example 

 
For an example in the AAA series, for a player who paid the maximum amount for registration - $969.00. 
We deduct $70 for the jersey and socks, $20 for insurance and $20 for practice jersey, which brings us to 
$859 for the refund. From there, if this example team played two games, had six hours of practice, and 
three goalie clinic hours. We calculate that this team missed 23 practice hours out of their 34 total. 
 
To calculate for the Option A – Credit, the formula is as follows – $859 * 23 / 34 = $581.09 * 110% for 
the credit on file = $639.20, allowing for rounding.  
 
To calculate for the Option B – 90% Refund and 10% Gift Card -$859 * 23 / 34 = $581.09 * 90% for the 
refund = $522.98, allowing for rounding, and a $58.11 gift card arriving in the mail later in June. 
 

Prospects Series Example 

 
For an example in the Prospects series, we will take a player who paid the maximum amount for 
registration - $765.00.From the $765, we deduct $80 for the jersey and socks, $20 for insurance and $20 
for practice jersey, which brings us to $645 for the refund. From there, let’s say this example team 
played two games, had four hours of practice, and three goalie clinic hours. We calculate that this team 
missed 14 ice time hours out of their 23 total. 
 
To calculate for the Option A – Credit, the formula is as follows – $645 * 14 / 23 = $392.61 * 110% for 
the credit on file = $431.87, allowing for rounding.  
 
To calculate for the Option B – 90% Refund and 10% Gift Card - $645 * 14 / 23 = $392.61 * 90% for the 
refund = $353.35, allowing for rounding, and a $39.26 gift card arriving in the mail later in June. 


